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Abstract: The present paper subscribes to the line of research on urban dynamics at Lower 
Danube. Its objective is to underline the historical phases of the city of Galați and the stages 
of its territorial expansion by highlighting the relation between street names and its 
meaning. The result of the study revealed a certain connection between odonyms and the 
ages of the neighbourhoods, which allowed the identification of three distinct area (the 
centre and the valley of the city, belonging to the pre-modern and modern time, the series 
of neighbourhoods built during the socialist age and the new residential areas placed at the 
fringe of the city. In each of these, a nucleus of specific urbanonyms was identified, a reflex 
of the socio-political and economic traits of the age when the neighbourhoods were built. 
The endeavour emphasizes the double value of the odonyms: the functional one, of 
localization, and the symbolic, of expressing the political power. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The relationship between territorial evolution and its reflection in the urban 
street names is subject to many approaches, from the sociological perspective ( 
Kasanga, 2015) to the historical or political one (Azaryahu, 2011, Badariotti,2002, 
Zlatko,2006). The father of Romanian toponymy, Ion Conea, believed that 
geographers – whose main task is to study the connections between human society 
and the geographic environment – must not only not remain indifferent to 
toponymy (toponyms and appellatives as well), but they have an obligation to 
tackle it. Moreover, in the case of small areas and places of minor importance for 
which there are no written documents, names can represent not only fragments of 
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local history with heritage value, but true identity cards. On the other hand, the 
imperative seems to lose its actuality when dealing with studies and research on the 
contemporary city, since, looking for traces of evolution where it is increasingly 
hidden under the heavy layers of the novel can be a difficult and sterile endeavour, 
the more so as one of the main features of urbanization is its rapid expansion and 
the proliferation of spaces without history. 
Things are quite different when speaking about medium-sized cities which, 
although dynamic, maintain visible traces of the transformations they experienced. 
In these cases, toponymy proves to be constantly topical, due to its quality of silent 
confessor to diachrony and to the layers marking the life of the city, even though 
contemporary urban research expelled it from its main area of interest. This is the 
reason why we decided to use toponymy as a supplementary and undeniable mean 
of underlining the territorial dynamics of Galați and of the main stages in the 
latter’s development. To that effect, our analysis focused on street names, the most 
constant aspect of urban toponymy. 
Romanian language has several appellatives (generic terms) designating 
traffic routes, according to importance and degree of development: cale (way), 
cărare (path), drum (road), plai (trail), potecă (track), pravăţ (arch. form of straight 
way), punte (bridge), şleau (dirt road), şosea (highway), uliţă (lane) (Avram,2012). 
Odonyms, geographic names referring to roads and ways of communication in 
general, are composed of a generic term and a specific term. The specific term is 
the one giving particularity to the odonym and it provides socio-economic, 
religious or cultural information, also contributing to the re-composition of 
landscapes with no urban identity. Urbanonyms (urban odonyms) are a special 
class of odonyms, being the result of a territorial circumscription marked by rigid 
administrative barriers. On the other hand, the intensive development of the city 
was often connected to a territorial expansion, by the inclusion of the peri-urban 
areas. Under such conditions, due to their specificity of (arbitrary) designation, as 
well as to their structures and derivational extensions, urbanonyms become part of 
processes of toponymic stratification on several levels, processes which are distinct 
from those characteristic to general toponymy. In urbanonymy, the systems of 
place names are continuously infiltrated by “de direcții de sedimentare și de 
evoluție/ directions of sedimentation and evolution” (Rezeanu,2010). 
In the present case, we identified and analysed the urbanonyms present in 
the current street directory of Galați, without making reference to the previous 
names and the moments when the changes occurred, the aim being to identify the 
extent to which there are witness-streets of territorial evolution. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Methodologically, the starting point was the hypothesis that each stage in 
economic and social history registered at least a few specific street names in the 
configuration of the city. Looking into some similar approaches (Azaryahu, 2011), 
it was revealed that there is a direct connection between the acts of pulling down 
monuments and renaming streets and regime change. The research employed also 
field studies from Romanian literature (Ungureanu & Boamfă, 2006), in order to 
identify what kind of guidance was used for this subject. Since our investigation 
concerns only the contemporary situation of the of streets’ name distribution, the 
first step was to analyze the latest street directory approved by Galați City Council 
in 2014. On this basis we conducted quantitative names preselection. Once 
identified categories of urbanonyms, were analyzed their territorial distributions 
using the city’s maps at various moments in history, from the modern to the 
contemporary. The last step was to outline the urban cores carrying the message of 
spatial evolution according to the specific urbanonyms, confirming the direct 
relation between societal dynamics and collective reactivity. 
III. RESEARCH AREA 
III.1. A brief view on the territorial evolution of Galați 
Not surprisingly, all references to the territorial expansion of Galați are 
made in connection to the city’s relation with the river Danube by means of its 
port, the latter being, in effect, the main factor of urban growth. It is unanimously 
accepted that the old nucleus of the city is at the contact between the floodplain of 
the Danube and its first terrace (Sandru et all, 1963, Oancea, 1973, Păltânea, 1990, 
2008), the studies distinguishing some significant stages in the subsequent 
development. 
Thus, one of the first periods of the incorporated area’s rapid expansion 
occurs between 1840 and 1860, following the systematization plans of architect 
Rizer, under the rule of Prefects Costache Negri and Alexandru. I. Cuza. The 
expansion occurred to the north and north-west, by reference to what was 
considered the central point (“La Răspântie”/ At the Crossroads) situated at the 
south-east margin of the above-mentioned terrace’s tread of 20-25 m, very close to 
the Danube water meadow. The development is due to the free port status and to 
the new political and economic conditions that favoured free commerce on the 
Danube. Port activity and the commerce associated with it dominate the economic 
and social life of the city. After the “stagnation era” of 1860-1900 (Șandru I., 
1963), the inter-war period registers a new growth following two directions – the 
integration the villages from the valley of the city and the building of new 
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neighbourhoods. This is the period when the following quarters appear: Ţiglina – 
Demobilizaţi/ Ex-servicemen, Pavel (in the area of the tunnel) and Ghenea, beyond 
Traian barrier (cf. V. Sficlea, 1948). 
After the Second World War, the city first goes through a period of 
reconstruction, after which, starting with the 50s-60s, the modernization and 
systematization plans are drawn to configure an incorporated area extended 
towards west and south-west. In effect, the systematization took different forms, 
such as: the rehabilitation of old neighbourhoods (Mazepa and the city centre), the 
construction of new quarters (Ţiglina I-IV, Dunărea/ Danube) and the partial or 
complete modernization of some existing quarters (Portului/ Port’s, Republicii/ 
Republic’s, Brăilei/ Brăila’s). The period is deeply marked by the industrialization 
policy that propels Galați among the great industrial giants due to the steel plant 
and the myriad of enterprises functioning in interdependence with it. Thus, from an 
urbanistic point of view, the profile of the city is significantly modified on the 
vertical. 
After 1990, after decades of interdictions, demolitions and functional 
shifts, a new building stage adds several other residential areas to the city, among 
which the neighbourhoods called Arcașilor (Archers’)/ Traian nord (Traian North) 
and Dimitrie Cantemir are the most representative. 
Thus, the current configuration of the city is the result of a succession of 
expansion and welding stages on the horizontal that alternated, during the years of 
socialist systematization, with a vertical growth and an increase in the density of 
habitation, and then returned, after 1990, to a search for a new horizontal opening 
(Puşcaşu, 2012, Buhociu & Zugravu, 2013), tending towards an active urban 
sprawl like other cities in the region (Corodescu, Cimpianu, 2015).   
 
III.2. Categories of contemporary odonyms 
At the present, there are 466 street names in the Galați city street directory. 
It is not a very large number if we consider that other cities, until recently of 
comparable size and population to Galați, have a more fragmented morphostructure 
(e.g. Brașov - 675 streets, Cluj - 1039 streets). Among them, there are: boulevards, 
highways, streets, alleys, dead ends, ways, whose names were adopted by the local 
administration in the course of time. 
As for diversity, Galați odonyms are characterized by the presence of all 
categories, due to the old age of the city and to the blend of several stages of 
evolution. 
The classification of odonyms on a quantitative basis contains the 
following categories: appellatives – 71.4%, anthroponyms and hagionyms – 24.8 
%, commemorative dates – 1.5%, abstract notions – 2.3%. 
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Among the appellatives (toponyms that name the geographic spatial 
reality) there are: phytonyms (8.5%), zoonyms (4.5%), objects (4.3%), 
constructions (3.2%), occupations (3.6%), geo-morphonyms, hydronyms and 
meteonyms and oikonyms (76%). Oikonyms (names of cities, villages, regions and 
provinces) hold a special place among appellatives, their very large number 
revealing, more than in other cases, the connection with the city’s port function 
(Abrud, Alba Iulia, Arad, Ardeleana, Argeșului, Arieșului, Banatului, Berheci, 
Blaj, Borzești, Brăilei, Brașov, Brateș, Bucovinei, București, Călărași, Caraiman, 
Carpați, Cașin, Cernei, Cluj, Cotești, Crișana, Dobrogei, Dornei, Etna, Focșani, 
Galați, Jiului, Lugoj, Lupeni, Măcin, Maramureș, Mărășești, Mărăști, Marea 
Neagră/ Black Sea, Milcov, Năruja, Neajlov, Odobești, Oltenița, Olt, Oradea, 
Panciu, Predeal, Rășinari, Săcele, Săliște, Slănic, Someș, Sucevei, Tazlău, Tecuci, 
Teleajen, Timiș, Tomis, Transilvaniei, Tușnad, Vădeni, Vezuviu, Vidra, Vizantea, 
Vrancea). This category stands for almost 20% of Galați odonyms and it consists, 
for the most part, of names given before 1945. 
A large number of odonyms are related to the local and national culture 
and history. The names of certain historical, political, cultural or artistic 
personalities, as well as the dates of certain significant historical events hold first 
place in the central and new neighbourhoods of the city. 
The political and administrative changes combined with the process of 
urban systematization led to the disappearance of certain street names. The current 
configuration is the result of a permanent process of change where some of the old 
denominals are kept, like toponymic enclaves. Their identification allowed for the 
association with a certain historical period and the reconfirmation of the connection 
between toponymy and the economic life of the city by means of what could be 
called sensorial urbanonyms. They belong to the family of odonyms that allowed 
toponymic islands to take form. 
Three areas were identified, whose common feature is the presence of the 
above mentioned odonyms. 
Table 1. The main areas with specific odonyms 
Area  Street 
The down town,  Bădălan, 
Vadu Ungurului/ The 
Hungarian’s Ford, centre 
(the east, south-east part of 
the city) 
 
Albatrosului/ Albatross’, Arhipelag/ Archipelago, 
Bazinul Nou/ New Basin, Calea Prutului/ Prut’s 
Way, Brateş, Cărămidăriei/ Brickyard’s, Corabiei/ 
Sail Ship’s, Depoului/ Depot’s, Delfinului/ 
Dolphin’s, Dogăriei/ Stave Shop’s, Elicei/ 
Propeller’s, Falezei/ Danube Promenade’s, Farului/ 
Lighthouse’s, Izvor/ Spring, Lacului/ Lake’s, 
Locomobilei/ Portable Engine’s, Macazului/ 
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Railroad Switch’s, Magaziilor/ Warehouses’, 
Marinei/ Navy’s, Navelor/ Ships’, Pescari/ 
Fishermen, Portului/ Port’s, Sacalelor (Vadu)/ 
Water Cart’s (Ford), Sulinei/ Sulina’s, Vamei 
(Vămii)/ Customs’, Vaporului/ Ship’s 
 
(Marea Neagră/ Black Sea, Marinarilor/ Sailors’, 
Malul Brateș/ Brateș Bank, Lunca Siret/ Siret Water 
Meadow, Năvodului/ Fishing Net’s, Nufărului/ 
Water Lily’s, Prundului/ Bank Gravel’s, Răchitei/ 
Willow’s, Trestiilor/ Reeds’) 
The string of working-class 
neighbourhoods 
(Micro 19, 20, 21) 
Combinatului/ Steel Plant’s, Constructorilor/ 
Builders’, Furnaliștilor/ Blast Furnace Operators’, 
Industriilor/ Industries’, Lăcătușilor/ Locksmiths’, 
Laminoriștilor/ Rolling Mill Operators’, 
Metalurgiei/ Metallurgy’s, Oțelarilor/ Steel-
Makers’, Siderurgiștilor/ Steel Plant Workers’, 
Strungarilor/ Lathe Operators’, Textiliștilor/ Textile 
Workers’ 
The very recent area 
(Dimitrie Cantemir 
neighbourhood) 
Amsterdam, Atena/Athens, Berlin, Bruxelles/ 
Brussels, Coventry, Copenhaga/ Copenhagen, 
Lisabona/ Lisbon, Londra/ London, Madrid, 
Marsilia/ Marseille, Milano/ Milan, Munchen/ 
Munich, Oslo, Paris, Roma/ Rome, Salzburg, 
Viena/ Vienna 
 
The first corresponds to the east and south-east area, overlapping, to a great 
extent with the old area of the city, namely the following neighbourhoods: City 
Valley and Bădălan (on the water meadow), Centre and Vadu-Ungurului/ The 
Hungarian’s Ford situated on the first terrace. This is the place for most 
urbanonyms referencing the beginnings of the economic life of the city connected 
to the dominant element: water. Thus, there are hydronyms (Prut, Brateș, Izvor/ 
Spring, Dunăre/ Danube), as well as appellatives designating traditional port or 
port-related activities, some of them extinct (Vămii/ Customs’, Portului/ Port’s, 
Marinei/ Navy’s, Navelor/ Ships’, Farului/ Lighthouse’s, Pescari/ Fishermen, Vadu 
Sacalelor/ Water Carts’ Ford). For this part of the city, the street names confirm the 
continuity of the traditional urbanonymic corpus, and there seem to be two major 
ways of attributing toponyms: 
- according to the grouping, be it partial, of inhabitants by professions or the 
frequency of the number of local landmarks of the same type (Pescari/ 
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Fishermen, Magaziilor/ Warehouses’, Dogăriei/ Stave Shop’s); this 
method is more frequent in the Romanian Principalities until the 
Organic Regulation (see Adrian Rezeanu); 
- according to the presence of some supralocal landmarks (strada Farului, 
Vămii, Portului/ Lighthouse’s, Customs’, Port’s Street) or of some 
destinations (Sulina’s Street). 
 
The geographic record of these odonyms is directly, as well as indirectly 
referential. 
 
Fig. 1. The streets in the center/down town and harbour’s neighbourhood 
 
The second area shaped around the island of specific odonyms contains the 
working-class neighbourhoods raised in the years of socialism and which enclose 
the centre of the city on the south-west, west and north-west sides. Since, starting 
with the 70s, steel industry became the representative industrial activity in Galați, 
the existence of street names connected to this sector seems natural (see table 1). It 
should be pointed out that not all neighbourhoods have urbanonyms connected to 
the steel industry, but only Dunărea (Micro 19, 20, 21), the largest neighbourhood 
in Galați, built in the 80s for the steel plant workers. However, it is fair to say that 
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names from the same family of reference, of industrial activities promoted by the 
communist politics, can be found in other quarters as well.  
 
 
Fig. 2. The streets in the Micro 19-21 neighbourhoods 
The last group of urbanonyms reflects the recent history of Galați, naturally 
marked by the European orientation of the entire country. In the most recent 
neighbourhood, Dimitrie Cantemir (initially called Siret!), raised at the south-west 
outskirts, at the border with the city of Brăila, the street network reunites 
exclusively names of European capitals. The distinctive feature of this area is the 
fact that the neighbourhood, which was controversial when started, still has the 
appearance of an urban building site where a single street is functional, namely 
Berlin Street, of all those scheduled which were already given names (fig. 3). 
 
III.3. Morphological attribute 
In many studies the authors associate usually the functional attribute with 
the morphologic one; whereas the former refers to flows and nodes, the latter takes 
into consideration hierarchies and territorial structures (Bailey & Turok, 2001; 
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ESPON 1.1.1., 2005; Nissen, 2008; POLYCE, 2012). If functionality is associated 
with centrality, morphology is given by nodality (balance in the size distribution or 
absolute importance of center) as Burger and Meijers (2012) conclude in their 
study; it can be expressed by its size and the range of functions it offers. 
 
Fig. 3. The distribution of the specified areas of urbanonyms  
 
IV. DISCUSSIONS 
Attributing names to a place, no matter its size, has, in itself, two values – 
the functional, of identification and localization, and the symbolic, of exercising a 
type of power over a territory. Toponymy is, thus, at the centre of the relation 
between community and its space, and it stands for one of the facets of this 
relation’s political dimensions (Claval, 1995). The toponymic trajectory of Galați 
confirms this relation, three of its internal ‘clippings’ bearing in their netting of 
streets the obvious sign of the urban dynamics. As part of the expansion activity 
occurring along the past two centuries, the map of the city successively added new 
spaces built and gradually adopted by their occupants. The process, however, takes 
place differently in time. Thus, the appropriation (assimilation, adoption) of the 
urban space, reflected in the street names, happens upwards, from the community 
towards the administrative decision, in the modern age, and downwards, in the 
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communist period, in the case of the working-class neighbourhoods. In the case of 
the latter, giving names with industrial connotation to streets seems to signal an 
attempt from the authorities to accelerate the process of strengthening the 
community-neighbourhood connection which was absent. Using common signifiers 
to construct a group identity is, in effect, a frequent practice in society. 
The third case, the Dimitrie Cantemir neighbourhood, is a typical example 
of using toponymy in the service of territorial marketing. The streets no longer 
belong to a closed community and they are no longer the product of a traditional 
local economy; they promote Europeanness and the spirit of globalization. As part 
of the territorial development policy, the public power chose toponymy as an 
instrument for the promotion of a new ‘clipping’ for which it tries to create a brand 
image by means of street labels. The production of names with a territorializing 
role is neither new, nor generated by a single actor; it flows from a natural process 
of continual social and political adaptation. Far from being the result of a 
consultative choice, the name-giving process, in this last case, exclusively belongs 
to the authorities. 
 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The territorial sections identified in our study are typical examples of the 
manner in which social evolution is reflected by toponymy. The three periods – 
modern, socialist and post-December – are preserved by the urban network not 
only in terms of specific architecture, but also of a differentiated toponymy that 
designates the territorial projects of the age. 
Furthermore, the mass of analysed urbanonyms contains the proof of two 
parallel forces – one of territorial continuity, the other of territorial break. Today, 
we are far from the times when the city was spontaneously inspired by natural 
conditions, by daily life or by the collective memory of the small community. The 
current toponymic practice mingles memories from the age of unique planning and 
decision-making, with the manifest tendencies of the new policies of spatial 
cohesion. At the same time, a part of Galați’s toponymy still remains superficial 
and, at times, anachronistic – a reflex of the double toponymic practice: one 
official and relatively fundamental, one popular, pragmatic. All these aspects 
justify, in our view, the need for a permanent reconsideration of the odonymic 
“layer” which is, after all, nothing else than a means of refining the man-nature-
society interaction. 
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